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Abstract: - The speed of operations carried out by the control engineers on the electricity distribution networks normally takes longer than acceptable in this dynamic environment where speed is vital for both safety and efficiency. The research presented in this paper provides some findings about the evaluation of the efficiency and speed of a number of network traversing algorithms against a set of specially designed data representation techniques. The results of testing the different algorithms are given. We demonstrate that by improving the data representation of the distribution network, we improve the speed of the algorithms which reflects highly on the speed of the variety of operations, such as switching, tracing and locating the source.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Electrical Distribution Network
Research on automating the Electricity Distribution Control Centers and their activities of monitoring and controlling electricity distribution networks received some attention in the research literature. Automation based on distributed control systems technology enormously increases the plant supervision capability of a single human. Distributed control systems makes possible the integration and operation of a country-wide electricity generation and distribution system. Out-of-plant supervision is, however, more risky due to the impossibility of direct plant observation and exclusive reliance on digital data systems for decision-making.

After thoroughly searching the literature, we have found few reported attempts to present some solutions to the problems of distribution control systems. We have found no published work about the problems and methods of display of the distribution network. Clavijo et al (2001) describe a distributed system based on CORBA technology to provide real-time visual feedback to operators of large supervision systems. Dash et al (1999) present a functional-link-neural network for short-term electric load forecasting. Tae-I Choi et al (1999) report on a remote control and fault location system for distribution lines. Hua et al (1999) proposed an algorithm and implementation of an incident based connectivity trace system for distribution network. Carvalho et al (1999) proposed an approach to operational planning and expansion planning of large-scale distribution systems.

Herrell et al (1998) proposed a method of modeling of power distribution systems in PCs. Yeh, et al (1997) present an integrated solution for computerized Distribution planning in a geographic information system (GIS) context, is a synergy that magnifies the data accessibility between load forecasting and feeder planning tools, sealing the traditional gap between long-term and short-term distribution system planning. According to these authors, this approach enables the multi-year distribution system studies in a GIS context, to best assist utility planners in deciding where and when the customers will grow and how to expand the system facilities to meet the demand growth. Wainwright (1997) presents a Distribution Engineering Geographical Information System as a major program of network information data capture at all voltage levels from the customer service cable right through to the primary supply in-feed; a suite of software for viewing the data in the office and in the field; tools for network optimization; and a range of automation and information processing systems which assist in the operation and maintenance of
the distribution network. Lestan et al. (1997) present a form of a distribution network automation utility experience.

Cavattoni et al. (1996) describe the GIS experience of a company that manages Verona’s utilities networks. It outlines some particular aspects of the GIS project, of the numerical cartography and of the utilities network database. It also describes two utilizations of geographic information systems to handle data referring to geographical positions giving the length calculation of 50 electricity distribution lines. Xing Weiguo et al. (1996) report on a proposal for a PC-based distribution system.

These monitoring and control activities of a distribution control centre include switching the flow from ‘on’ to ‘off’ and vv, preparing switching plans such as those required for isolating stations or circuits for maintenance, adding and removing substations, etc. All these activities and more have been incorporated in the Hi-Tech EDMS system. This system accommodates all the operations required by the control engineer and help in decision making. Hi-Tech EDMS system was developed using Microstation MDL with ORACLE database and works on a schematic digitized Microstation based diagrams.

An Electrical Distribution Network System is a collection of electrical circuits consisting of primary stations and substations linked via cables. Stations are linked to each other through switches, which are fixed in the stations. Every station may contain one or more switches and has one or more busbars, where every busbar can be considered as a station by itself. Switches are directly linked to cables. Primary stations are the sources that feed other stations, except in some rare situations. Substations are the stations that are fed by primary stations. Switches on primary stations are called circuit breakers. All connecting stations linked to a circuit breaker represent an electrical circuit. Electrical circuits form the Electrical Distribution Network, see Fig. 1.

The electrical distribution network system is a collection of electrical circuits consisting of primary stations and substations linked by cables. The cable is connected to a station through a switch which is fixed in the station. Fig. 1, shows part of an electrical distribution network. Fig. (2) shows the key to the symbols used.

**Primary station** or source is the station which feeds other stations and never fed by another, except in some rare situations. This means that it is the Power House where the electricity is generated. Substations are the stations which are fed by primary stations. At the same time substations can serve as feeders for other substations.

Every station may contain one or more **busbars**, every **busbar** can be considered as a station by itself. A station contains one or more switches. These switches are connected directly to the cables. The cable joins a station to another. A primary station and all the connected substations constructs a **circuit**. The network consists of many circuits

**Switch Status**

The status of a switch can take three cases; on, off, and earth. When a switch is in off position, it is called **open-point**, where the electricity current can not go to another substation.

**Flow**

The flow is the direction of the electricity current flow. We have represented the flow in a switch as follows:

1. In flow: when the electricity goes from another station to the base station of the switch. The base station of a switch is the station where the switch is fixed on.
2. Out flow: when the electricity goes from the base station of the switch to another substation.
3. None: when no electricity goes through the switch, or when its status is off.
Primary stations always have switches with flow which goes out (we will simply call them out-switches), or switches with none flow. Substations usually have one switch with flow which goes in (in-switch). In some cases, substations can have more then one in-switch. This case is called parallel situation which will be defined later.

Tracing a given station is the operation of finding all the substations fed by this station till the open-points or tail-end stations.

1.3 The Critical Issue of Speed
As mentioned earlier, electrical distribution network system is large and complex, and its elements are dependent on each other. This means that changing the state of an element, such as a switch, may affect a large circuit. The information of all the elements in this effected circuit need to be updated. For this reason the speed of update and the system reaction is very critical.

A control engineer normally works on three to five circuits at the same time where he/she communicates with outside crew who carry out his order in the field. On a large scale system, each switching operation takes one to five minutes and this causes aggravation and loss of control and speed.

To make the system as quick as possible, the elements of the network must be modeled in a way that optimize the time of update and the display of new results. Database tables structure and data structures used in the programs are two vital factors to achieve this goal.

Because one of our goals is to achieve minimum speed in implementing some network operations, we are going to use two types of database tables structure. We are going to apply the same algorithms on the two structures and the speed will be compared in both cases. The details of these two structures will be explained later.

2. The First Database Structure
By first database structure we mean: the first method of organizing the database tables. The second database structure will be explained in the next section. The first database structure contains the following tables:

**Stations Table**: This table defines all stations: primaries and substations. All stations have further description in the Stn_Descrip Table. A separate record is kept for each different busbar. This table contains the following fields:
- **Station_Code**: char(18).
- **Busbar_Code**: char(1).
- **Name**: char(50).
- **Load**: number.

**Switches Table**: This table contains important information about each switch in the primary and substations. These information are useful for executing the different network operations. Further details in the Sw_Descrip table. It contains the following fields:
- **Station_Code1**: char(18).
- **Busbar_Code1**: char(1).
- **Switch_Sequence1**: char(1).
- **Station_Code2**: char(18).
- **Busbar_Code2**: char(1).
- **Switch_Sequence2**: char(1).
- **Flow**: char(1).
- **Status**: char(1). ( 0 = on, 1 = off ).

**Cable Table**: This table contains information about each cable. In the first table structure this table will not be used in executing the network operations. In the second table structure this table will define the connection between any two stations and will specify the actual switches. It contains the fields:
- **Station_Code1**: char(18).
- **Busbar_Code1**: char(1).
- **Switch_Sequence1**: char(1).
- **Station_Code2**: char(18).
- **Busbar_Code2**: char(1).
- **Switch_Sequence2**: char(1).

3. The Second Database Structure
In this alternative approach we are going to use the following table structure:

**Stations Table**: As described above in the first database structure.

**Switches Table**: Contains the following fields only:
- **Station_Code**.
- **Busbar_Code**.
- **Switch_Sequence**.
- **Status**.
**Cable Table:** As described above. In this structure the cable table will be used in some operations, in addition to storing cables information.

**Stn_Descrip Table:** As described above.

**Sw_descrip Table:** As described above.

The following two tables are new in this structure. They are used to define the flow between the stations. Their main aim is to speed up some operations like tracing and getting the primary feeder of a station.

**Stn_In Table:** each record in this table contains the ID of a switch (in a station) and the ID of the previous switch which is in the stations which feeds that station, namely the following fields:
- Station_Code.
- Busbar_Code.
- Switch_Sequence.
- In_Station_Code: the stations code of the previous station.
- In_Busbar_Code: the busbar code of the previous station.
- In_Switch_Sequence: the switch sequence of the previous station.
- In_Status: the status of the previous switch.

**Stn_Out Table:** each record in this table contains the ID of a switch (in a station) and the ID of the next switch which is in the station which is fed by that station, namely the following fields:
- Station_Code.
- Busbar_Code.
- Switch_Sequence.
- Out_Station_Code: the stations code of the next station.
- Out_Busbar_Code: the busbar code of the next station.
- Out_Switch_Sequence: the switch sequence of the next station.
- Out_Status: the status of the next switch.

4 Testing and Results
This chapter presents the results of implementing the algorithms presented in the previous chapters. The original aim was to develop algorithms and associated data structures which will ensure a fast enough response for the distribution control engineers. One of the major contributions to the speedy response is the data structure selected to keep the flow.

A number of algorithms were evaluated and an average response time for each was produced: These algorithms are: Get source, Turn on, Turn off and Generate flow.

For each of the algorithms a wide spectrum of circuit length was used ranging from few stations to tens of stations and the response time of each was recorded. For the algorithms Trace and Generate Flow, their evaluation is done according to the two table structures presented earlier in chapter 2. This will give us a good indication to choose the best and optimum method.

4.1 Size of Test Data
In order to produce realistic test results a sizable distribution network was entered in the database reflecting the original network and its flow. A total of seven primaries with about thirty circuits and a total of 300 substations were used. The length of the circuits are varying from short, to middle, and long. The circuits contain switches with various status, on and off, and terminal switches. Also, there are many tail-end substations.

The necessary data used in the first database structure were entered from the keyboard, while the necessary data used in the second database structure copied by a small program. The records of the table Stn_out are generated by the system itself by Generate Flow process, and used by Trace process.

4.2 Results
**Trace Process**
The first column contains the traced station code of the testing data, and the second contains the number of stations reachable form the station in column one. The time given is the rounded average of five readings after each operation is shown in Fig. 2.
It can be seen from the graph that the increase of time is directly proportional to the number of reachable stations. It is also very clear that there is a great difference in the response time between the two types of structures. This gives us a good evidence of the importance of using fast machines in the real use of the system especially in Client/Server environment.

Fig. 3 shows the graph of results of Trace process according to both database structures. It is clear from the graph that the second database structure is faster in responds time than the first. This is expected because the Stn_out table is designed originally to speed up the Trace process.

**Get Source Process**
Fig. 4 shows of the time taken by the get source algorithm.

**Turn on/off Processes**
Fig. 5 shows the results of applying the different structures for the turn on/turn off algorithm. It is clear from the graph that the process of turning on a switch and updating the dependent circuit takes more time than turning it off. This happens because of two reasons:
1. The number of evaluated conditions in case of Turn on process is more than that of the Turn off process (See the algorithms in chapter 3).
2. The update of flow in case of Turn on process is varying between in and out depending on the location of the switch. In case of Turn off, all the switches flow is set to none only.

**Generate Flow**
Generate flow is one of the processes which was implemented and evaluated using both database structures. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the results of both structures.
As in the previous algorithm, the increase of time is directly proportional to the number of stations. It is obvious that the second method takes less time in all the cases which was not expected. It also clear that the gap between the two curves gets bigger as more stations are considered which gives the impression that the second approach gets more efficient as the number of stations increases.

5 Conclusion
The research in this paper demonstrated that the efficiency of traversing algorithms for electrical circuits distribution management cannot be separated from the data representation techniques of the data related to these complex tree like circuits. The paper demonstrated that big improvements in the traversing speed of the algorithms was improved by high percentages. A number of algorithms were evaluated, these include, switching on and off operations, tracing operations and get source operations.
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